This issue's theme is "state of the science" and features five-yes, five!-literature reviews including two systematic literature reviews (SLRs), two commentaries and a Letter to the Editors on one of the SLRs, a Guest Editorial on SLRs, and a Methods article, "How to Write a Systematic Review of the Literature." Health Environments Research & Design Journal (HERD) tries to publish at least one literature review per issue, but we have had so much good research come across our desks this past year, we felt an issue devoted to this type of research was in order. If you are not familiar with literature reviews as research, I encourage you to read Pati and Lorusso's Methods column (2018) and Foster's Guest Editorial (2018) . SLRs in particular take an extraordinary amount of effort and time with 12-18 months as the norm. We are grateful because when done right, an SLR is "gold" as a rigorous, reliable synthesis of all that is out there.
In just a few decades, the healthcare design (HCD) field and evidence-based design (EBD) have evolved from designers' not having enough research for true EBD practice to being spoiled for choice: We now often have a wealth of evidence to wade through and make decisions from. Of course, there are still many gaps, and some studies are stronger (more robust, more credible, and more generalizable) than others. Some SLRs are also stronger than others. Nevertheless, the urgent problems for EBD practitioners, including researchers, designers, healthcare organizations, and care providers, have become how to identify the most relevant research for a particular problem and how to translate that research into practice. Literature reviews help us to find the relevant research. But who should do the translation?
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In August, I became a postdoctoral associate in the Department of Design and Environmental Analysis at Cornell University. Here at Cornell, we have the Bronfenbrenner Center for Translational Research (https://www.bctr.cornell.edu), which "expands, strengthens, and speeds the connections between research, policy, and practice to The Center for Health Design does an excellent job of summarizing and distilling peer-reviewed journal articles into understandable language. These resources are kept in a searchable database, the CHD Knowledge Repository (https:// www.healthdesign.org/search/articles). The CHD also conducts webinars and (free!) "EBD Journal Clubs" that provide more context for the research and allow participants to ask questions. We at HERD try to start the translation process by publishing a bulleted list of "Implications for Practice" with each research article. We are also talking with Healthcare Design Magazine about ways to convey HERD research into magazine format.
To researchers who publish for peer review, I urge (I beg, I plead) for another step: Once your journal article is published, make your findings accessible to a broader audience. Write an article for Healthcare Design Magazine, Contract Magazine, Landscape Architecture Magazine, and the like. Write a blog post, or a Letter to the Editor, or an Op-Ed piece. Put the research on your website or on social media. Present at conferences. The same goes for design firms and healthcare organizations: be generous with your findings, share them so others can learn from your successes and even your failures. What if no future patient, or visitor, or staff member ever had to suffer from another similar mistake? What a tremendous contribution that would be.
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Speaking of conferences, I attend HCD almost every year including this past November in Orlando. The conference is always intellectually stimulating, and it's exciting to see new research, products, and design solutions. And of course, it's wonderful to catch up with friends and colleagues, many of whom I see only once a year, and to meet and brainstorm with new people. I think many conference attendees feel heartened to be among good people who are earnestly working to make the world a better place. I've also been encouraged by how many sessions focus on research; every year, HCD feels more scholarly and at the same time practical: The focus is truly on how research has been or can be translated to practice. Some of this research is conducted solely by people in academe; much is conducted by diverse teams of professionals who bring different skills. Perhaps someday proceedings will even be published.
Sadly, there are times when the research is available, and it has been well translated from "academese" so that it can be implemented, and yet bad stuff still gets built. At one of the many HCD awards ceremonies, a garden at a healthcare facility won a landscape design award. Slides of this winner showcased an outdoor space that had no shade, no privacy, very few comfortable places to sit, and scant plant material. A colleague sitting next to me leaned over and whispered, "Am I missing something here?" Other designer/researchers at the table looked at me, curious to see my reaction (dismay). I don't know if any landscape architects were on the awards jury, or if the jury had any set criteria, or if there were any other entries. There are scores of studies, several books, and many resources for designers on what should and should not be in a healthcare garden. There are educational programs that provide healthcare garden certification. How can such sad spaces still be built? How can they still win design awards?
That's the last piece of the puzzle. Accountability. Designers and their clients, especially if they talk the EBD talk and profit from EBD marketing, need to pay attention and put the research into practice. Organizations and publications that showcase EBD work need to hold designers and facilities accountable by rewarding the walk, not just the talk. At HERD, we'll keep doing our best to publish good research, including literature reviews whenever possible, and we'll also do what we can to help with translation. Speaking metaphorically, the ingredients are on the counter, the recipe is in your hand, and the oven is preheated. Get cooking and make something amazing. As always, I and my co-editors welcome your comments and suggestions via Letters to the Editors, our Linked In page (https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3141391), or Twitter (https://twitter.com/HERDjrnl).
